
Welcome to the world of wine in Languedoc! 

Languedoc is a region with in the newly 

established Occitanie region and is 

comprised of three départments- Aude, 

Gard and Hérault. The region borders 

the Mediterranean Sea and the Pyrénées 

Mountains to the south, the vast Massif of 

Southern France to the north and west and 

the city of Nîmes to the east. The region 

allows for variations of the Mediterranean 

climate, with differing soils, slopes and winds 

from these geographical features, creating 

unique microregions.

The History of the Languedoc

The Greeks were responsible for planting the 

first vineyards on the coast, near the town 

of Narbonne, sometime in the sixth or fifth 

century BC. This one area is of the oldest, if 

not the oldest vineyards in France. As time 

passed, the Romans came and conquered 

the area and land was given to veterans who 

were, more often than not, Campanian wine 

growers who expanded the vineyard area. As 

The Roman Empire expanded, roads were 

built and the Via Domitia opened, adding 

a new trade route to Hispania for the now 

famous Gaul wine and other foodstuffs. In 

the first century AD, wines were exported as 

well via the Adriatic Sea to other areas of the 

empire such as Greece and Egypt.

During the first millennium of winemaking 

in the area, wines were produced using 

a method known as “passerillage.” This 

method was used for enriching the sugars 

in harvested grapes, leaving them out in the 

sun to further ripen. The wines developed 

a reputation within the Empire and future 

empires for centuries. The kings of France 

demanded the wines at their tables and King 

Charles IX was enamored with the Muscat 

of Frontignan in particular, when he visited 

the area. 

In the seventeenth century, the Canal-

du-Midi, a great waterway linking the 

Mediterranean and the Atlantic Seas was 

built, increasing settlers and trade in the area. 

If that was not enough, the introduction of 

the railway added even greater access and 

many wines founda quicker route to Paris. 

All of this came to a sudden halt when two 

grape ailments were introduced to the region 

from North America. The first was in the 

1850s, powdery mildew, or oidium. Powdery 

mildew found a home in Languedoc due 

to its warmer temperatures and humid 

conditions in areas. A fungus, it grows on 
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all green tissues of grapes, reducing crop 

levels and the quality of grapes. In 1857, 

Henri Marès, a French agronomist, found 

that dousing the vines in a mixture of copper 

sulfate and lime (also known as Bordeaux 

mixture)would prevent and fight off the 

mildew. Languedoc suffered next from 

the blight of phylloxera. It first entered into 

France through the Gard department in 1863 

and would not be solved until years after 

most of the vineyards had been devastated. 

The solution was grafting vitis vinifera vines  

onto resistant American vitis rootstock. 

The limestone hillsides  were particularly 

difficult as they could not take the American 

rootstock and the areas resorted to using 

lesser quality and higher yielding grapes such 

as Alicante and Carignan.

From there, the Languedoc replanted 

frantically, not concerned for quality but 

for yield. The region became the largest 

producer of wine in the country and reached 

a height of 200 HL/ HA. As time passed, 

the 1900-1906 vintages were heralded for 

producing a record amount of wine. This 

caused the market to drop quickly as there 

was such an excess. Within this abundance, 

fraudulent wine was being produced by 

blending sugar beet into poorer wines 

and over chaptalization became an issue 

in the fields and in the winery. Languedoc 

winemakers were not happy with what was 

happening and in 1907, the region formed 

a coalition to save its vineyards, terroir and 

name. In 1910, cooperatives were beginning 

to form to curb the excess production and 

form proper organization and rules to create 

a quality product.

In 1936, the Institut National des 

Appellations d’Origine (INAO) (National 

Institute for Origin Controlled Wines) was 

formed and many vineyards in France, 

and in the Languedoc, began to become 

recognized nationally. Languedoc’s first 

designations were Vin de Qualité Supérieure 

(VDQS) which would later be promoted to 

AOCs. These VDQS wines helped form the 

very basis of the region.

Algeria, a French colony for over a century, 

fought and won independence from France 

after the world wars. Algeria was important 

to Languedoc as the lower quality thin juice 

was more often than not blended with 

the stronger and bolder wine from the sun 

drenched nation. As consumers moved 

away from cheap wine and sought a more 

quality product, there was a large surplus 

of wine left that helped form the majority 

of the infamous “wine lake” of Europe. The 

European Union tried to solve this by offering 

subsidies to winemakers for decreasing 

yields. This move by the government drove 

winemakers to focus on quality but it had its 

disbelievers as well.

In the mid 1970s, the region took a stance 

and began researching terroir, viticulture and 

viniculture. This lead to a profound change 

of the quality and the focus became the 

traditional Mediterranean grapes of the area, 

uprooting the opposite. Vineyards at this 

time reached over 430,000 hectares (over 

1,000,000 acres) and the region represented 

forty-five percent of all wine produced in the 

country. This eventually lead to the beginning 

of promoting VDQS wines into AOCs. 

Afterwards, in the 1980s, the two regions 

of Languedoc and Roussillon were merged 

into one wine region known as Languedoc-

Roussillon. This lasted until January 1, 2016, 

when theyn were separated once more.

In the 1990s, Languedoc was advantageous 

of the western market. and began to 

concentrate on brand names and marketing, 

labelling wines with the Pays d’OC Vin de 



Pays (Country Wine) designation so that 

varietal names may be placed on the label. 

This led to an increase in sales for a couple of 

decades.

Today, Languedoc is continuing to focus 

on AOCs, regional varieties, methods and 

blends to ensure it has a place in the future 

of French wine. In 2007, the Coteaux de 

Languedoc AOC was changed to Languedoc 

AOC with several subregions. As this was 

one of the few regions with no regional 

designation, this change made the label 

more approachable to the consumer. As 

the years pass, more challenges will present 

itself to the region, but as time has proven, 

the region can handle the punch. As of 2017, 

the region has just over 200,000 hectares 

(500,00 acres), which represents a quarter of 

all French vineyard acreage.

The Land

Languedoc shares many similarities to Rhône 

and Provence, with more of a maritime 

influence than Rhône and more feral than 

Provence. The region spans approximately 

120 KM of coastline, west of the Rhône 

River to the Pyrénées foothills, through three 

départments- Aude, Gard and Hérault. 

The north sits on the Massif Central with 

several smaller mountain ranges such as the 

Cévennes, Montagne Noir and Causses du 

Larzac. Here, vines are planted on foothills 

and through valleys where soils consist of 

shale, calcareous clay and schist and planted 

at higher elevations. Closer to the coast, vines 

are planted on more clay and sandy soils. The 

climate is typically Mediterranean in the area, 

though as one moves from the coast the 

climate becomes more moderate. The area 

is influenced by several winds, some cooling, 

some drying. This helps create several 

microclimates within the region. The area 

also sees a great influence from waterways. 

Many canals were built in the area, and there 

are also an abundance of rivers, tributaries, 

lagoons and lakes with the Mediterranean 

Sea in the south. These help moderate the 

somewhat hot and arid conditions. One 

notable feature of the region that can be 

found everywhere is garrigue, a scrubland on 

limestone hills that is aromatic from lavendar, 

thyme and other shrubery.

Grapes

The area is home to numerous varieties but 

here the land is predominately red, with small 

amounts of rosé and white wine. Red blends 

are of Grenache, Syrah and Mourvèdre, the 

GSM blend as it is known in the antipodes. 

White grapes such as Rousanne, and 

Vermentino may have a home in Rhône, 

but they are also planted here alongside 

Clairette, Mauzac and Picpoul. The area, due 

to its climate, also produces dessert wines 

from the infamous Muscat Petits a Grains 

variety.



France’s Appellation d’Origine Protégée 

[AOP] (Protected Designation of Origin) 

is the current appellation system for 

the country, and is divided into three 

categories; Vin de France (VdF) is 

the lowest designation, Indication 

Geographique Protégée (IGP) is the 

intermediate designation, and the highest 

is AOP.  AOPs can be created on a 

departmental, regional or communal scale. 

This three tier system is a recent change 

from the four-tier system existing prior to 

2012. Previously, the lowest designation 

was Vin de Table, the third highest was 

Vin de Pays, the second was Vin Délimité 

de Qualité Supérieure (VDQS),  and the 

highest was AOC. As of 2012, all wine 

appellations must follow the new system, 

but can still label their wines with the 

previous AOP title of Appellation d’Origine 

Contrôlée (AOC). 

The three tiers have differing regulations, 

Vin de France, in use since 2010, is 

for wines that have no geographical 

indication by choice or by blending grapes 

from various regions, but can label their 

bottles with vintages and grape varieties. 

Producers may place their address on the 

back of their bottles classified as Vin de 

France, but if the address uses a protected 

wine name/term, then it must not be on 

the label or only exist in minute print. 

IGP wines, known in the European Union 

as Protected Geographical Indication (PGI), 

has been in use since 2009, and replaced 

the former Vin de Pays (country wine) 

designation. Wines under this classification 

come from a specified place and must be 

partially produced within that region. The 

vineyard is also regulated, albeit less then 

AOP. Things such as terroir, yields, vintage 

and grape varieties may be stipulated 

on the label. Producers currently have 

the option to use either VdP or IGP. In 

Languedoc, the VdP is Pays d’Oc. This 

designation has been a success in the New 

World as consumers tend to gravitate 

toward particular varieties.

AOPs identify products and guarantee 

their authenticity and typicity of 

geographical origin. These wines are 

highly regulated with varieties, canopy 

management, acidity and alcohol levels, 

yields and ageing practices. The legislation 

is formed by the Code Rural et de la Pêche 

Maritime (Rural and Sea Code) (Book IV) 

and then governed by the INAO, working 

for the EU. These wines typically do 

not see varietal labeling, but do include 

alcohol levels, AOC title, and vintage. 

AOC designations tend to be named 

after a particular region or village, such as 

Languedoc AOP or Fitou AOP. Wines here 

are analyzed, inspected and sampled prior 

to being labeled as such. Bottles may still 

be labeled with the AOC instead of AOP. 

Presently, The Rural and Sea Code is being 

amended to include provisions for security 

features on all AOP wine bottles.

These cards were designed to help 

you learn about the top level of the 

Languedoc’s classification-the AOPs-as 
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they stand in May 2017. There are currently 

21 AOPs classified in Languedoc, but more 

are sure to be formed in the future. As new 

AOPs are legitimized by the EU and INAO, 

and existing ones are modified, updated 

cards will be made available. Below you will 

find the standards for AOP wines.

Although the AOP classification was 

implemented in 2012, the system stems 

back to 1905, when the first wine in France 

was given a viticultural designation of 

origin. This was established due to the 

devastation left by the phylloxera pest. 

As new vines were planted, many were 

not the correct varieties, moreover, bulk 

wine was being imported from all over the 

Mediterranean, and sugar water was being 

added to the final product, this system 

helped combat the inferior products. The 

first legislation was set forth in 1915, and 

in 1935 a committee of wine growers 

and lawmakers was created to help 

manage and govern the administrative 

process. Known as the Institut National de 

l’Origine et de la Qualité (INAO), they were 

responsible for the Appellation d’Origine 

Contrôlée (AOC) system. This system not 

only covered geography as the previous 

system did, but also managed yield, 

alcohol levels, must weights and varieties. 

The first AOC was Côtes-du-Rhône, and 

the first AOC for the Languedoc was in 

1938 for Blanquette de Limoux.

As France was one of the founding 

members of the European Union, along 

with being responsible for two-thirds of 

the world’s wine produced in the 1990’s, 

the EU was sought to combine and unify 

wine regulations. The EU took inspiration 

from the AOC system and began 

implementing the continent wide two-tier 

system of IGP and PDO wines, with each 

country adding their own distinctive take 

on it. For instance, France was allowed to 

use AOP instead of PDO, Italy was allowed 

to use DOC and DOCG, Spain was allowed 

DO, etc... With the continent somewhat 

streamlined, it would be able to protect 

specialty products of the differing nations.

AOC / AOP  General Standards

Still Wines

Minimum level of tartaric acid of 3.5 g/L

ERD of Dec 15, the year of harvest

Sparkling Wines

Minimum alcohol level of 9.00%

Minimum atmospheric pressure of 3.5 in 

the bottle

Must indicate the level of sweetness 

on the label through the “liqueuer 

d’expédition

Charmat Method:

Minimum 30 days lees contact

Minimum 6 months of ageing

Traditonal Method

Minimum 90 days lees contact

Minimum 9 months of ageing

Vin Doux Naturel

Grapes must be Muscat, Grenache, 

Macabéo or Malvoisie

Grapes must be harvested at a yield of 40 

HL/HA

Minimum must weight of 252 g/L

A minimum of 5% of the grape must 

must be enriched with a neutral spirit to a 

maximum of 10%

Wines must have a minimum alcohol of 

15%



INSTRUCTIONS

Each card can be broken into six sections. 

Across the top you will find the Appellation 

Title. As you read down the left side of 

the card, you will find the Ampelography 

designated by iconography, the Terroir, 

and the Producers of Note. The right side 

column is dedicated to the Legislation for the 

appellation as well as any additional styles or 

crus, and finished with a map. 

Appellation Title

This is the legal name required on the 

bottle label. It must be larger than most 

of the other print. Square brackets [---] 

represent a style of wine for the appellation 

and means there is more than one card for 

that appellation. The style may or may not 

be included on the label. If you see arrows 

», it designates a sub-region/terroir of the 

appellation that requires its own card.

Underneath the appellation title is its 

location. This is written in the départment-

wine region format, e.g. hérault-languedoc. 

In France, a départment is an administrative 

division that sits between a municipality 

and a region, like a county or district. A 

départment is the third-level administrative 

division of the country, similar to a 

county/district of America. There are 96 

départments in Île-de-France.

Ampelography

This area is divided into two sections, the 

encépagement, and the assemblage. The 

encépagement is represented by the graphic 

and dictates what grapes are permitted in 

the vineyard. Percentage based values are 

assigned to most icons and some blend 

percentages of certain groups of grapes. For 

instance, a circle may read “+70% Grenache 

[+20 Syrah/Mourvédre], this means that a 

minimum of 70% of one or up to three must 

be in the vineyard, but a minimum of 20% 

must be Syrah and/or Mourvédre. 

A circle may or may not be bordered, and this 

signifies its level of importance. A thick white 

border means it is a principal grape, and 

therefore will more than likely be used in the 

vineyard. A triple thin lined border represents 

a complementary grape, and no white lines 

represent an accessory grape. The latter 

grape tends to only represent a minority 

in the blend, while the principal usually 

represents more than 50%.

The circles are also divided in two; the inner 

circle tells you the colour of the grape, the 

outer circle represents the vinification colour. 

A Pinot Noir for instance is a dark skinned 

grape, but can be vinified white, rosé or red. 

Should there be only one card, use the outer 

circle to know the type of wine made.

The assemblage is the second portion of this 

area of the card. It will be represented by a 

blue bubble underneath the encépagement. 

If nonexistent, then the encépagement and 

assemblage are the exact same. Information 

here pertains to how the grapes may be 

represented in the bottle. Items such as 

minimum number of varieties and maximum 

and minimum percentages will be found 

here.



Terroir

Any AOP regulations stipulating elevations 

or exposures will be found here. You will 

also see many useful details about the 

appellation’s soil composition, climate, 

precipitation, winds, or anything else that 

may affect the final product. Many of the 

cards will outline the natural borders of each 

appellation.

Producers of Note

Producers that are known in the region for 

their wines. There will be some appellations 

which share the same geographical 

boundaries and therefore producers may 

make wines for multiple AOPs.

Legislation

See the sample card for a detailed, line-

by-line explanation. If any category of 

restrictions is omitted by the card, it means 

no restrictions are in place for that AOP.

The legal requirements listed pertain to the 

style dictated at the top of the card. If there 

are multiple styles, they will also be listed 

here.

A style will be defined by capital letters and 

underlined by dots. Different styles may have 

different guidelines, but will only get more 

stringent as you read down the card. Styles 

such as rosé, vin de liqueur and muscat de 

noel can be found here.

For some regions, the recognized geographic 

titles on the bottles are restricted to the 

nearby village or hamlet, also known as crus 

in other regions.

Any additional notes can be found here 

as well, such as whether particular grapes 

require hand-harvesting, or fortification or 

when the most recent change occurred 

to the appellation. The alcohol listed here 

represents the natural potential alcohol.

Regional Map

Showcases the appellation within the 

Languedoc region. At the bottom right 

corner, you will find the map with the number 

of its placement on the full size map.

Metric vs Imperial Comparison Chart

France Equals USA

Tonne 1 1,000 kg 1.1 short tons

HA 1 10,000 m2 2.47 acres

HL 1 100 L 26.42 GL

KM 1 1,000 m 0.62 mile

Metre 1 100 cm 1.09 yd



ACCESSORY GRAPE- a minor grape, 

generally only represented by a maximum 

of 10%.

AGLY RIVER- a river that begins 

in Corbières and flows into the 

Mediterranean sea south of the Leucate 

Lagoon, through Estagel, Rivesaltes and 

Le Barcarès. 

ALLUVIAL- clay and silt deposited by 

flowing water over a long period

ALLUVIUM- soil composed of recent 

water eroded sediments

ANCESTRAL METHOD- a method 

of producing sparkling wine using a 

spontaneous fermentation in bottle. Wines 

are partially fermented and then bottled 

with remaining grape sugars and yeasts. 

The remaining sugars convert into carbon 

dioxide from the yeasts and form the 

mousse for the wine. Wines are typically 

6-9% in alcohol and there is no disgorging 

or dosage. Wines are sometimes filtered.

AOC- Appellation d’Origine Contrôlée, in 

French; Controlled Designation of Origin, 

in English. The French certification for food 

and wine. This was the official certification 

for France prior to AOP. This was the most 

superior level of wine certification in the 

country and provided the framework for 

AOP and other European appellation 

system, such as those used in Italy, 

Switzerland and Spain. See AOP for more 

details.

AOP- Appellation d’Origine Protégée, in 

French; Protected designation of Origin, in 

English. This certification applies to both 

food and wine in the country of France 

that has been produced, processed and 

prepared in a specified geographic area. 

These products use local ingredients and 

processes. These products have history 

within the designated region and must 

adhere to a list of regulations set out in 

collaboration with the INAO and EU. 

ASSEMBLAGE- assembly, in French. The 

regulation that stipulates how a wine may 

be blended with different grapes. 

ATMOSPHERE- a unit of pressure. Sea 

level is measured to one atmosphere 

or, 1.013 bar/101325 Pa. Typically, every 

4g/L of sugar added to the secondary 

fermentation in bottle adds one Pa/

atmosphere. Usually pertains to sparkling 

wine. See below for chart of varying styles.

bar of Pa Wine Style In French

< 1 Still vin perlant

1-2.5 Slight Sparkling vin pétillant

> 3.0 Sparkling vin mousseaux

AUDE RIVER- A river in the southwest of 

France that begins from the Lac d’Aude in 

the Pyrénées Mountains and flows out to 

the Mediterranean sea north of Narbonne, 

between Fleury and Vendres. The river 

is important to the region due to its 

catchment size of +6000km2 and affects 

six different départments.

AUSSOU RIVER- a tributary of the Orbieu 

River, it flows north from the foothills of 

the Pyrénées, south of Carcassonne

B.- Blanc

BARRIQUE- a wood barrel for ageing, 

GLOSSARY



shipping, storing or fermenting grape juice 

sized typically at 225 L

BAS- Low(er), in French. Refers to the 

lowlands of a region.

BASALT- a finely-grained igneous rock 

rapidly cooled from lava

BLANC- white, in French

BLANQUETTE- small white, in Occitan. 

The word originated from the white tips of 

the grape vine leaves, specifically Mauzac 

when the wind blows.

BORIE- an ancient term for farmhouse 

or agricultural estate in the southwestern 

France

BOYNE- a tributary of the Hérault River in 

SW France originating in the commune of 

Valmascle and meeting with the Hérault 

River near the town of Cazouls-d’Hérault.

CALCAREOUS- a sedimentary rock that 

formed from, or has a high proportion of, 

calcium carbonate in the form of calcite or 

aragonite

CANAL DU MIDI- a 241 km canal 

beginning in Toulouse, Haute-Garonne 

and ending in Étang de Thau 

CAPITELLES- a drystone hut typically 

found in the old or former garrigue villages 

of the Gard départment.

CARBONIC MACERATION- a process of 

winemaking associated with Beaujolais 

but used everywhere. Whole grapes are 

fermented in a sealed environment with 

carbon dioxide (sans yeast). This carbon 

dioxide then permeates through the grape 

skin and kick-starts fermentation on an 

intracellular level, creating alcohol. After 

some time has passed, the berries begin to 

release their juice, where they are pressed 

and continue a normal fermentation using 

yeasts.

CARCASSONNE HILLS- hills located 

within the Carcassonne commune

CARMAGUE NATIONAL PARK- a 

protected National park located on 

the shoreline of Carmague, east of 

Montepellier.

CAUSSES- limestone plateau, in Occitan. 

A group of limestone plateaus located in 

the Massif Central. Altitude is from 700-

1200 masl. 

CHALABRAIS MOUNTAINS- mountains 

on the western side of the Limoux AOP. 

They prevents strong winds from coming 

into the region. The mountains received 

their name from the nearby town of 

Chalabrais, on the border of the two 

départments, Aude and Ariege.

COLLUVIAL- loose soil material that has 

been deposited at the foot of a (steep) 

slope by rainwash, sheetwash or downhill 

creep

COMPLIMENTARY GRAPE- a secondary 

grape, usually represented by up to 40% 

in aseemblage / encépagement.

CORBIÈRES MASSIF- The only foothills 

on the northern side of the Pyrénées 

Mountains, known as the Pre-Pyrénées. 

These mountains are bordered by the 

Aude river to the north and west, the Agly 

River to the south, and the Mediterranean 

Sea to the east. The highest point reaches 

1235 masl.

CRYPTOGAMIC- relating to a seedless 

plant or plantlike organism that 

reproduces with spores (such as algae, 

lichens, mosses, fungi and ferns). 

CRÉMANT- a sparkling wine achieved by 

using the Traditional Method of secondary 

fermentation.

CUESTA- a ridge with a steep slope on 

one end and a gentle slope on the other

CÉVENNES- a mountain range of SW 

France in four départments, including Gard 

and Hérault. These mountains are located 



within the SE part of the Massif Central 

running SW to NE. 

CÉVENOLS- a torrential downpour in 

the autumn caused by cold Atlantic air 

meeting with the warm Mediterranean 

air and southern winds in the Cévennes 

mountain range.

E- east

ÉLEVAGE- bring up, in French. A term 

used to describe what occurs between 

fermentation and bottling of the wine, 

such as bottle ageing, oak ageing, filtering 

and fining. If bottled is the adulthood, 

these are a wine’s teenage years

ENCÉPAGEMENT- the official rules 

stating which grapes can be grown in the 

vineyard

ÉPISODES CÉVENOLS- a torrential 

downpour in the autumn caused by 

cold Atlantic air meeting with the warm 

Mediterranean air and southern winds in 

the Cévennes mountain range.

ERD- Earliest Release Date

ESPINOUSE MOUNTAINS- mountains 

located in the Hérault départment, within 

the larger Massif Central. The mountain 

crests divide the waterways between the 

Atlantic and Mediterranean Seas. The 

summit is 1124 masl. The range is formed 

from ancient soils such as granite, gneiss 

and schist.

ESPÈNE RIVER- a smaller river  that 

travels through the town of Olonzac and 

then meets with Ognon River

ÉTANG DE L’AYROLLE- a  lagoon located 

south of La Clape mountain on the shores 

of the Mediterranean Sea, south of 

Narbonne, with Étang de Bages(-Sigean) 

in Aude

ÉTANG DE BAGES- a lagoon on the 

shores of the Mediterranean Sea in Aude

ÉTANG DE THAU- a lagoon on the shores 

of the Mediterranean. The largest in a 

stretch from the Rhône River to the border 

of Spain. It is the second largest lake in 

France, regardless of salinity.

EXPOSURE- the direction a hillside/ 

mountainside is facing

FITOU MARITIME- a terroir in Fitou AOC 

influenced by the nearby bodies of water

FITOU MONTAGNEUX- a terroir in Fitou 

AOC influenced by the mountains

FLINT- a hard sedimentary rock made of 

quartz

FOOTHILLS- low hills at the base of a 

mountain or mountain range

FORTIFIED- a wine that has been 

strengthened with alcohol, typically a 

neutral brandy

GALETS- pebbles with rounded and 

smooth surfaces that have been 

transported by rivers and rubbed with 

other fragments. These pebbles of various 

sizes reflect light back to the vine, leaves 

and grapes and absorb heat during the 

day to radiate heat in the evening when it 

is cooler

GARDIOLE MOUNTAINS- a massif 

located east of Étang de Thau and west 

of Montpellier, very close to the shoreline 

of the Mediterranean Sea. It runs along a 

north-east south-west axis and faces the 

Mediterranean. Soil is limestone. 

GARRIGUES- shrubby vegetation in the 

southern French Mediterranean region 

made up of juniper, lavender, rosemary 

and thyme on alkaline limestone plateaus. 

Imagine, herbes de Provence with florality 

and minerality when used as a descriptor.

GIs- Geographical Indications, village titles 

that can be added to the label of a wine 

coming from a designated area within the 

appellation

GNEISS- a metamorphic rock made of 



different colour bands that represent 

different mineral types

GRANITE- an igneous hard rock with large 

grains made of different minerals and a 

high concentration of quartz

GRAVEL- small stones and pebbles that 

may have been mixed with sand. Sizes of 

these can range from granular to boulder. 

Eg. Gravel roads.

GSM- Grenache Noir, Syrah and 

Mourvèdre grape blend. Commonly 

blended in Australia with origins in the 

south of France.

HA- hectare, equal to 2.47 acres, equal to 

10,000m2

HAUTE- the higher elevated portion of a 

landscape

HORTUS- a mountain peak facing Pic-

Saint-Loup north of Montpellier at a 

height of 512 masl. Composed of white 

limestone.

HÉRAULT RIVER- the main river of 

the Hérault region, it originates on 

Mont Aigoual of the Massif Central and 

carves valleys until it flows out in the 

Mediterranean at the city of  Agde. 

INAO- previously stood for  Institut 

National des Appellations d’Origine, 

but now stands for Institut National de 

l’Origine et de la Qualité, the National 

Institute of Quality and Origin in English. 

The institute, alongside the Ministry 

of Agriculture, governs the products 

designated as AOP / PDO.  This institute 

was originally founded by Baron Pierre Le 

Roy in 1935 in Châteauneuf-du-Pape.

INTERANNUAL- the measured weather 

variability between one year and another 

on an annual basis

KG- kilogram, equal to 2.2 pounds

L- litre, equal to 33.8 ounces/2.11 

pints/1.06 quarts

L’ANCIENNE- the traditional method of 

making wine for the region. Typically, it 

is a semi-carbonic fermentation process 

where carbon dioxide naturally forms as 

a protective layer over the grapes in a vat. 

The grapes then begin fermentation of 

their own free will with indigenous yeasts 

that followed from the vineyard.

LAC DU SALAGOU- a lake 40 km west of 

Montpellier, surrounded by mountains. The 

lake has a depth of 50 meter and a surface 

area of 700 ha. The soils around the lake 

consists of ruffe. The lake flows down the 

Salagou River into the Lergue River

LA CLAPE- a heap of pebbles, in Occitan. 

LA NIELLE RIVER- a rivers that flows 

in the Aude départment, it commences 

close to the southern end of Aude and 

concludes into the Orbier River.

LEES- deposits of dead/residual yeasts

LENTICULAR- a rock deposit that is thick 

in the centre and thin at the edges, like a 

lens

LERGUE- a tributary of the Hérault River, 

it originated in the Larzac Causse and 

flows into the Hérault River in Pouzols

LES AVANT-MONTS- a small mountain 

range just south of the Espinouse 

Mountains

LIMESTONE- a type of sedimentary 

rock consisting predominately of calcium 

carbonates stemming from fossilized 

marine organisms and coral

LOAM- soil predominately composed of 

sand and silt with a small amount of clay. 

The proportions are usually 40/40/20% 

respectively.

MAJORITY- (referring to Ampelography) 

legally must be a minimum of fifty 

percent or more of the assemblage or 

encépagement. This can refer to any one 

or multiple grapes



MARL- a sedimentary rock composed of 

clay and calcium carbonite

MASL- meters above sea level, referring 

to altitude

MASSIF- massive, in French. A dense 

group of mountains that have formed a 

separate region of the range. 

MASSIF CENTRAL- a large mountain 

range representing 15% of France. The 

highest peak of the range is 1886 masl. To 

the east lies the Rhone River, separating 

the massif from the Alps. These mountains 

were subject to volcanism 10,000 years 

ago and contain 450 extinct volcanoes. 

The south of the region is made up of 

calcareous causses.

MAX.- maximum

MEDITERRANEAN CLIMATE- a climate 

with hot, dry summers and wet, mild 

winters. Precipitation is centered around 

the winter season.

MIN.- minimum

MM- millimeters, refers to precipitation

MM/YEAR- millimeters per year, refers to 

precipitation

MOLASSE- deposits of soft soils such as 

sandstone, shale and their conglomerates, 

left behind from the final stage of erosion 

in mountain ranges. These can refer to 

terrestrial or marine deposits.

MOLASSIC- see molasse

MONT AIGOUAL- the summit in the 

Massif Central in the Gard départment. 

It reaches a height of 1565 masl. The 

mountain is mainly granitic with some 

levels of schist. The summit can be 

extreme with the meeting of both oceanic 

and Mediterranean air currents. This 

summit sees over 2000 mm/year of 

precipitation.

MONTAGNE NOIRE- Black Mountains, 

in French. A mountain range in the Massif 

Central, located at the southwestern end. 

The highest point of the range is Pic-de-

Nore

MORAINE- deposits such as clay, gravel 

and sand left behind by glacial drifts

MUSCAT APG- short form of the grape, 

Muscat à Petits Grains

MUSCAT DE NOËL- Christmas Muscat, 

in French. A wine that can be sold at the 

earliest, the third Thursday of November 

for the Christmas season. These wines are 

sweet fortified wines (Vin Doux Naturel) , 

fresh, fruity and served with cheeses and 

white meats.

MUST WEIGHT- a measure of the amount 

of sugar in the grape which allows the 

winemaker to see the potential alcohol 

level of the dry wine. It is commonly 

measured in the vineyard to check the 

ripeness of the grapes which aids in 

selecting the time of the harvest.

MÉTHODE ANCESTRALE- a sparkling 

wine produced by a spontaneous 

fermentation in bottle. Wines are partially 

fermented and then bottled with 

remaining grape sugars and yeasts. The 

remaining sugars convert into carbon 

dioxide  from the yeasts and form the 

mousse for the wine. Wines are typically 

6-9% in alcohol and there is no disgorging 

or dosage. Wines are filtered sometimes.

N- North

NEUTRAL SPIRIT- typically a spirit 

distilled from a fermented plant material 

source such, as beetroot, corn, grapes, 

grain, sugarcane or tuber. The spirit usually 

hits a 95% alcohol b.v. and is used for 

blending

NOUVEAU- a French wine that is usually 

sold the same year it is produced and 

sold the third Thursday of November, with 

(some as early as October 5. These wines 



see no ageing or oak. Wines tend to be 

light in body and colour. Many winemakers 

use the carbonic maceration method to 

produce this wine, having whole grapes 

macerate up to three days. Beaujolais 

Nouveau is the most popular example of 

this out of France.

OCCITAN- an old romance language 

of the Languedoc and used today in 

southern rural France, as well as areas 

around the Alps in Piedmont, Liguria, 

Monaco and the Basque.

OCCITANIE- the administrative region 

encompassing Languedoc, Roussillon and 

Midi-Pyrénées as of September 30, 2016

OGNON RIVER- a small river originating 

from the edge of the Massif Central that 

flows south, then to the east, crossing the 

Canal du Midi and entering the Aude River 

just south of the Massif Central

ORB RIVER- a large river from the Massif 

Central, flowing into the Mediterranean 

Sea within the Hérault départment. 

The river is 145 km and flows through 

Roquebrun and Béziers. 

ORBIEU RIVER- a river starting in the 

Corbières region flowing northeast to the 

Aude River

ORTHENTS- older shallow mineral soils 

on steep slopes that have not developed 

horizons

PASSERILLAGE-  an ancient method of 

winemaking in the region, also can be 

referred to as Straw Wine. The goal is to 

concentrate the sugars in the grape by 

dehydration. There are two methods; 

leaving the grape on the vine, thus 

ripening the grapes but diminishing its 

acidity, or, harvesting the grapes at an 

optimal ripeness and furthering enriching 

the sugars by dehydrating the grapes 

on mats in a well ventilated area, thus 

enriching both the sugars and acidity. 

Both methods can decrease juice to one 

third of original weight

PDO- Protected Designation of Origin, as 

approved by the EU, see AOP

PIC-DE-NORE- the highest peak of 

Montage Noire. It sits at 1211 masl

PIC-DE-VISSOU- a mountain peak 

located north of Cabrières at a height of 

>450 masl

PRIMEUR- see nouveau

PRINCIPAL GRAPE- the primary 

grape(s) required in the assemblage/

encépagement. The principal grape 

typically accounts for more than 50%.

PYRÉNÉES- a large mountain range that 

forms a natural border between France 

and Spain, with Andorra in the middle. The 

altitude can reach up to <3500 masl. More 

moisture is found on the west side and the 

air is dry on the east side.

PYRÉNÉES-ORIENTALES- a départment 

of France bordering the north-eastern 

region of Spain and the Mediterranean 

Sea.

QUARTZ- mineral found all over the 

earth made up of silicon dioxide. More 

commonly found in sand and silt based 

soils. These soils typically reduce acidity 

but also, due to their heat retaining 

properties, increase the ripening of the 

grape, which may in turn offer high alcohol 

levels

RANCIO- a fortified and maderized wine, 

generally aged for a minimum of two years 

in oak. This term is protected under the 

EU and applies to six regions in France, 

including Clairette du Languedoc

RESIDUAL SUGAR- the amount of sugar 

left in a wine after fermentation stops. 

Can also result from the addition of 

unfermented grape must.



Residual Sugar / Wine Sweetness Level Chart

g/L 

Res. Sugar Mousseaux English

< 3 Brut Nature No Dosage

≤ 6 Extra Brut Very Dry

< 12 Brut Dry

12-17 Extra Dry Off-Dry

17-32 Dry / Sec Medium

32-50 Demi Sec Semi-Sweet

> 50 Doux Sweet

g/L 

Res.  Sugar Still Wine English

< 4 Sec Dry

< 12 Demi-Sec
Off-Dry/

Med. Dry

< 45 Moelleux
Semi-Sweet/

Med.

> 45 Doux Sweet

ROCHER- rock, in French, defined as a 

large, hard and steep projecting stone

ROCHER DES DEUX VIERGES- a large 

projecting hard rock with steep slopes NW 

of Montpeyroux at 536 masl.

ROSÉ- a French term for a pink wine that 

allows only minimal skin contact time with 

red grapes to give a pinkish hue

ROUGE- red in French

RUFFE- a red sedimentary rock formed 

with the combination of clay-like 

sediments and iron oxides. Found around 

Lac du Salagou 

S- south

SANDSTONE- sedimentary rock 

composed of sand, sand sized minerals 

and rock grains

SCHIST- crystallized metamorphic rock 

that is coarsely grained and consists of 

different layers of minerals

SCREE- broken rock and loose stones that 

have collected over a slope, or base of a 

mountain, due to rockfall 

SEUIL DE NAUROUZE- the highest 

point of the Canal-du-Midi at 190 masl. 

Water flowing east from here heads to the 

Mediterranean Sea, heading west, to the 

Atlantic Ocean.

SHALE- a type of sedimentary rock which 

is soft, finely stratified and formed from 

clay or mud

SLOPE- the side of a hill

TERRACE- a stair-like slope 

THURS.- Thursday

TIRAGE- during the sparkling wine 

traditional method process, sugar and 

yeast are added to the cuvée to begin the 

second fermentation in bottle. Bottles are 

topped off with crown caps.

TONS/HA- tons per hectare, see yield for 

more information

TRADITIONAL METHOD- a sparkling 

wine process commonly used in 

Champagne, France where it is also 

known as the Classic Method. These wines 

see two fermentations, once the first 

fermentation is complete and blended, 

the wine is bottled with yeast and sugar 

and closed with a crown cap. Bottles are 

kept on their side as the yeast eats the 

sugar and the resulting CO2 gets trapped 

in the bottle. The bottle is then rested on 

the lees for a minimum of nine months. 

Then slowly goes through riddling and 

disgorging and dosage is added. Lastly, 

the wine is corked, caged, labeled and 

may be left to rest for longer or sold to 

consumers

TÊT RIVER- the largest river of the 

départment  Pyrénées-Orientales. It flows 



from the  Pyrénées at >2400 masl and 

into the Mediterranean Sea.

VDL- see “Vin de Liqueur”

VDN- see “Vin Doux Naturel”

VENT AUTAN- from the ancient Provence 

language, wind of the high seas. Winds 

begin as a warm SE wind from the 

Mediterranean Sea and flow towards the 

Cévennes and Montagne Noire where 

heavy rainfall can occur. At Toulouse, 

winds can reach up to 80 km/h and then 

weakens shortly thereafter due to altitude 

and distance from sea. There are two 

types of Autan winds defined, the Autan 

Blanc and the Autan Noir. The Autan Blanc 

brings in dry weather that is hot in the 

summer and cold in the winter. The Blanc 

is known to bring severe droughts and 

can last up to a week in the summer and 

no more than half a week in the winter. 

The Autan Noir happens less often and 

brings humidity, clouds, and heavy short 

rains. The winds can last up to two days at 

a time.

VENT CERS- a dry North north-west wind 

(vent) that is warm and dry in the summer 

but cold and somewhat wet in the winter. 

It originates from most Atlantic air masses 

and flows across France, north of the 

Pyrénées. The wind picks up strength just 

SE of Toulouse (the Lauragais Gap) where 

it can intensify to 100 km/h closer to the 

city of Narbonne.

VENT D’AIGUES-MORTES- a name given 

to winds in the Aigues-Mortes commune 

that tempers the hot summer sun and 

keeps the evenings fresh

VENT MARIN- a mild, moist/humid wind 

from the southeast that blows onto the 

coast of the Languedoc-Roussillon region 

in the direction of the Cévennes and 

Montage Noire. During the early autumn 

and spring, vent Marin can affect the 

area the most due a low-pressure system 

moving east from the Iberian peninsula. 

When this occurs, strong gusts can form in 

combination with a warm front. This is one 

of the strongest weather patterns in the 

region, along with the Vent Tramontane. 

It affects the coast with cloud cover and 

humidity, while inland, it can cause diluvian 

storm systems in the mountain ranges. 

This causes the Cévenols at 102 km/h. 

When Vent Marin blows through the 

Laragais Gap, it becomes the Vent Autun. 

VENT MISTRAL-Masterly, in French. A 

strong, cold and dry northwesterly wind 

flowing through the alps. It gathers cold 

dry air and speed within the Rhone and 

Durance River valleys then heads into 

the Gulf of Lion where it meets with a 

low pressure system around the Gulf of 

Genoa and continues to Africa. The wind 

is particular strong during the winter and 

spring. Winds usually sit around 80-85 

km/h but can peak to 180 km/h due to the 

funneling effect of the Rhone Valley. Due 

to this wind, the grapes can retain their 

acidity in strong heat and it clears and 

dries the atmosphere, leaving plenty of 

sunshine for crops. 

VENT TRAMONTANE- across the 

mountains, in Italian. A northerly cold wind 

that is much gentler than Vent Mistral. 

A cold air high pressure system over the 

Atlantic and a low pressure system over 

the Gulf of Lion create this wind due to the 

difference of pressures. Tramontane gains 

strength and speed between the Massif 

Central and Pyrénées due to the funneling 

effect of the two mountains ranges and 

the down hill slope. It then blows down 

into the sea brining in clear skies and relief 

from the scorching Mediterranean sun in 



the summer, but cold air in the winter. 

VERNAZOBRE- a tributary of the Orb 

River beginning where Ruisseau de Pont 

Guiraud and Rec des Horts meet just 

north of Saint-Jean-de-Minervois. It 

meets with the Orb River in Cessenon-sur-

Orb, south or Roquebrun. 

VIA DOMITIA- the first ancient Roman 

road built to the Gaul region that linked 

Italy through the province of Gallia 

Narbonensis to Hispania. It follows the 

coastline of the Mediterranean Sea from 

Nîmes into Spain. The road is a mere 20-

25 km from the sea when following the 

coast line and can be found among the 

vines.

VIDOURLE RIVER- a river starting 

in the Cévennes and flowing into the 

Mediterranean Sea. It flows south-east for 

the most part. 

VIN DE LIQUEUR- a fortified French wine, 

sweet in taste These wines have brandy 

added to the unfermented grape must, 

allowing for a high residual sugar levels. 

These wines are sweeter and are more 

influenced by the brandy than Vin Doux 

Naturel.

VIN DOUX NATUREL- a fortified French 

wine, sweet in nature. These wines have 

brandy added to the fermenting grape 

must to half fermentation. These wines 

typically have a slightly higher alcohol level 

than Vin de Liqueur.

VIN MOUSSEUX- a generic term for 

sparkling wine 

W- West



ALPHABETICAL INDEX

Cabardès

Clairette du Languedoc

 Blanc / Rancio

 Vin de Liqueur

Corbières

 Blanc

 Rosé

 Rouge

Corbières-Boutenac

Crèmant de Limoux

Blanc

 Rosé

Faugères

 Blanc

 Rosé / Rouge

Fitou

La Clape

 Blanc

 Rouge

Languedoc

 Blanc

 Rosé

 Rouge

 »Cabrières

  Rosé

  Rouge

 »Grés de Montpellier

 »La Méjanelle

 »Montpeyroux

 »Pézenas

 »Quatourze

 »Saint-Christol

 »Saint-Drézéry

 »Saint-Georges-d’Orques

 »Saint-Saturnin

 »Sommières

Limoux

 Blanc

 Blanquette de Limoux

 Méthode Ancestrale

 Rouge

Malepère

 Rosé

 Rouge

Minervois

 Blanc

 Rosé

 Rouge

Minervois-La Livinière

Muscat de Frontignan

 Vin de Liqueur

 Vin Doux Naturel

Muscat de Lunel

 Muscat de Noël Vin de Liqueur

 Vin Doux Naturel

Muscat de Mireval

Muscat de Saint-Jean-de-Minervois

 Muscat de Noël Vin de Liqueur

 Vin Doux Naturel

Pic-Saint-Loup

 Rosé

 Rouge

Picpoul-A-Pinet

Saint-Chinian

 Blanc

 Rosé / Rouge

 »Berlou

 »Roquebrun

Terrasses du Larzac
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